Abstract
Objective of Research
The authors summarized the aims of research as following :
Compare between two main modes of communication for the D&D, the sign language and finger spelling through eLMs which have been developed for this purpose. Such comparison could be realized through testing the two eLMs by real D&D students in classroom of D&D school. Objectives could be represented by answering the following questions : 1. Which mode is more effective for the day-today activities for D&D? 2. Which mode is more universal to the D&D? 3. Which mode is more practical as well as easier for D&D? 4. Which mode could be applied as well as used to communicate with many categories of D&D?
Research Methodology
The main steps of the research methodology are : 1. Developing two separated eLMs for the D&D. The first eLM aims at presenting thirty sign language clips of different words of common verbs. Such presentation is designed to be manually exchanging by the researchers in sequence. The second eLM aims at presenting the same thirty word in the same sequence also the words are manually exchanged. But the words represent the alphabets finger spelling picture files for each verb.
2. Testing these two eLMs through case study of real D&D school. D&D students write the words in sequence of the 1st eLM of sign language only . The other experiment could be held to display the same thirty word but in finger spelling mode, also D&D students must write the words. Compare between the results of the two experiments to study the features of each mode of communications for D&D students through the statistical analysis of results of the two tests.
Presentation of Two eLMs With Samples of Real-Run-Out Forms
The First eLM:
This eLM displays sign language clips only. Such eLM looks like the idea of e-dictionary for D&D. The authors developed an evocabulary includes thirty common verbs in sequence. What is the source of e-vocabulary ? It is the Indian dictionary for hearing impaired persons which have been edited by Ramakrisha Mission Vidyalya Coimbator (India). The authors used Vcutter to cut the full length dictionary movies into 3000 separated video clips and gave the name for each clip as it means. What is the multimedia technique which has been used in displaying the clips in sequence manually ? Certain components of Visual Basic of media player and shokewave software module have been used. In the next section we will present real run-out form of eLM of sign language only. As per the above picture it is clear that D&D student must see and concentrate for the video clip of that verb, duration of each video clip is mostly on the interval of (1-3)seconds. D&D student must write the meaning of that video clip in English or in the local language. Our experiments have been tested in Maharshtra state -India. Therefore most of students wrote the words in Marathi language.
In the next paragraph we will display the corresponding eLM for finger spelling only. Also the authors selected the same run-out form for video clip No.8 Figure 2 . sample of real run-out form of eLM of finger spelling only
According to the sample of the 2nd eLM which displays only finger spelling of the words, D&D student needs to concentrate and trace the presentation of letters to write the final word. ASL of one hand alphabets has been considered in our software development.
The authors used suitable interval of timer between letters of the each word so that D&D student can recognize as well as trace letter by letter. Thus some words took duration of (4-5) seconds like the word No.10 (dislike).
But in spite of these long time duration for each letter the researchers found real problems for D&D students in understanding the words on the mode of alphabets finger spelling. Comparison
Results of The Two Experiments
We shall display results of the two experiments through the table of results of answers and the percentage ratio due to that result. 
Discussion of Analysis of Results of Answers.
We have simple statistical analysis of data that was because mostly classroom of D&D students include around 7 students. Authors have done two experiments. The first for sign language only for vocabulary of 30 words, however these words represent common day-today activity verbs and some words. The D&D student must write the word after showing it to him. The authors selected the same words as well as the same scheduling in the serial numbers. As a general aspect of analysis , it is clear that sign language is more familiar to D&D student. Also D&D students found difficulties to trace long words which include up to six letters like the word dislike. Results give indications that the D&D students can recognize the words of sign language clips more than the same words of alphabets finger spelling.
As per the previous results, it is clear that results of 2nd experiment(finger spelling only) are less than corresponding results of 1st experiment ( sign language only). The authors detected many reasons, the main reason is that sing language clips are universal and could be understood by whole D&D people. But finger spelling needs experience as well as knowledge of English language not all D&D know English language our experiments were done in India -Maharashtra state where the people in this state talk Marathi. language.
Conclusion
As per the above discussion and the table of data analysis besides some effective comments of observation by the researchers against D&D students while they were answering and writing the word, the authors can summarized their conclusion as following :
1-Sign language is more comfortable to D&D students as well as more universal and more practical than alphabets finger spelling. 2-Sign language could be understood by D&D student even if he does not know English language. Finger spelling needs knowledge of English language in order to be used. 3-Sign language is more effective in day-to-day activity than finger spelling as the table of results indicated that . 4-Sign language is easy to learn , drill , practice and training. But finger spelling asks for certain skills in learning the alphabets for each letter as well as observation and tracing the spelling of letters in sequence. 5-According to the literatures of special needs education finger spelling if comfortable for specific category of D&D. This category is D&D who can not hear and can not speak from birth. This category is the most difficult category . Therefore, to communicate with D&D of this category through it is recommended to use finger spelling. Sign language could be used by all other categories except D&D who are D&D absolutely from birth.
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Volume 4, Number 2, April 2010 6-To communicate with D&D students, it is better to use common words which could be easily understood by D&D if you use sign language. It means use the word which is common and has clear corresponding sing language clip. For the alphabets finger spelling, it is better to use short words so that D&D can easily observe then trace letters in the right sequence and finally understand that word. 7-Sign language is not different from country to another but some words are common in one country but rare in another, like the word DOSA is common in India as a food but it is not used in Arab countries. Finger spelling is fixed for English words wherever the word could be used . 8-As general comment due to the both experiments. D&D students were happy while they were observing the clips of sign language and they proved good results with motivation for sign language clips. In opposite for finger spelling they were miserable and wrote their words without interesting for finger spelling.
